VIZ DAY
AVIZO® & AMIRA®
3D ANALYSIS SOFTWARE

Avizo & Amira 3D Visualization Day at IVEC, University of Western Australia

The VSG team will be at IVEC to introduce you to VSG Avizo and Amira visualization and analysis software solutions.

Where: April 19th, conference room G11, Ground Floor Physics Building.

Demos and meetings

Before and after the presentation, attendees will have the opportunity to ask questions and see live demonstrations on different types of materials.

To attend one of the presentations please RSVP to charise.baker@uwa.edu.au. If you would like further information regarding the topics and materials covered, or if you would like to meet with the presenter please contact davy.penhard@vsg3d.com.

If you have colleagues who you think may be interested in seeing this presentation, please forward this invitation to them.